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ON THE CONTACT OZSV ´ATH-SZAB ´O INVARIANT
TOLGA ETG ¨U AND BURAK OZBAGCI
ABSTRACT. Sarkar and Wang proved that the hat version of Heegaard Floer homology
group of a closed oriented 3-manifold is combinatorial starting from an arbitrary nice Hee-
gaard diagram and in fact every closed oriented 3-manifold admits such a Heegaard dia-
gram. Plamenevskaya showed that the contact Ozsva´th-Szabo´ invariant is combinatorial
once we are given an open book decomposition compatible with a contact structure. The
idea is to combine the algorithm of Sarkar and Wang with the recent description of the
contact Ozsva´th-Szabo´ invariant due to Honda, Kazez and Matic´. Here we simply observe
that the hat version of the Heegaard Floer homology group and the contact Ozsva´th-Szabo´
invariant in this group can be combinatorially calculated starting from a contact surgery
diagram. We give detailed examples pointing out to some shortcuts in the computations.
0. INTRODUCTION
We know that every closed contact 3-manifold (Y, ξ) can be obtained by a contact ±1
surgery on a Legendrian link in the standard contact S3 ([3]). It is often convenient to
describe (Y, ξ) by a surgery diagram on the plane, i.e., by the projection of a Legendrian
link in the standard contact (R3, ker(dz + xdy)) onto the yz-plane with a ±1 surgery co-
efficient assigned to each component of the link. Let sξ denote the Spinc structure induced
by ξ. In order to calculate the Heegaard Floer homology group ĤF (−Y, sξ) and in par-
ticular to identify the contact Ozsva´th-Szabo´ invariant c(ξ) ∈ ĤF (−Y, sξ) we first find a
suitable open book decomposition compatible with (Y, ξ) using the algorithm in [1] (see
also [8],[17],[14],[18],[6],[7],[2]) and then construct a compatible Heegaard diagram for
−Y as in [9] which also includes a description of a certain cycle descending to c(ξ) in
ĤF (−Y, sξ). Next we convert this Heegaard diagram into a nice Heegaard diagram ([16])
applying some finger moves without affecting the homology class c(ξ) — no handle slides
are necessary [15]. Finally we calculate ĤF (−Y, sξ) and c(ξ) ∈ ĤF (−Y, sξ) by simply
counting certain squares and bigons in this nice Heegaard diagram. In fact this procedure
will allow us to calculate ĤF (−Y ) ∼= ĤF (Y ), not just ĤF (−Y, sξ).
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We note that each step of the suggested combination of the above algorithms can be
quite involved and one would like to reduce the calculations as much as possible by making
certain choices. Here we demonstrate the significance of a particular choice in simplifying
the calculations.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of the Heegaard Floer theory (see
[12], [13]). We will work with Z2 coefficients in our calculations throughout this paper.
1. THE CONTACT OZSVA´TH-SZABO´ INVARIANT IS COMBINATORIAL
Theorem 1. Let (Y, ξ) be a closed contact 3-manifold described by a contact surgery
diagram on the plane. We observe that the Spinc structure sξ, Heegaard Floer homol-
ogy groups ĤF (−Y, sξ) ⊆ ĤF (Y ) and the contact Ozsva´th-Szabo´ invariant c(ξ) ∈
ĤF (−Y, sξ) can be calculated combinatorially.
Proof. Let (Y, ξ) be a closed contact 3-manifold described by a contact surgery diagram on
the plane, i.e., by the projection of a Legendrian link in the standard contact
(R3, ker(dz + xdy)) ⊂ (S3, ξst)
onto the yz-plane with a ±1 surgery coefficient assigned to each component of the link.
First we use the algorithm in [1] (see also [8],[17],[14],[18],[6],[7],[2]) to find an explicit
open book decomposition compatible with (Y, ξ). The idea in [1] is to embed the Legen-
drian surgery link into the pages of an open book decomposition in S3 compatible with its
standard contact structure and then perform the required contact surgeries to obtain an open
book decomposition OBξ of Y compatible with the resulting contact structure ξ.
Next we briefly recall ([9]) how to get a Heegaard diagram for−Y which also includes a
cycle that descends to the contact Ozsva´th-Szabo´ invariant c(ξ) starting from a given open
book decomposition OBξ of Y compatible with ξ. The open book decomposition OBξ can
be described as follows: Let S denote the page and let h : S → S denote the monodromy
of OBξ. Then Y is homeomorphic to S× [0, 1]/ ∼, where the equivalence relation is given
by
(p, 1) ∼ (h(p), 0), p ∈ S
(p, t) ∼ (p, t′), p ∈ ∂S; t, t′ ∈ [0, 1].
It is not too hard to see that Y = H1 ∪ H2 is a Heegaard splitting of Y , where H1 =
S× [0, 1/2]/ ∼ and H2 = S× [1/2, 1]/ ∼. Let S0 and S1/2 denote S×{0} and S×{1/2}
in H1, respectively. A basis on a compact surface S with boundary is just a collection of
properly embedded disjoint arcs {a1, . . . , an} on S such that when we cut S along these
arcs we get a single polygon. Now we choose a basis {a1, . . . , an} on the page S and
choose a point z in the polygonal region mentioned above. Consider the closed surface
Σ = S1/2 ∪−S0 and glue the arc ai on S1/2 with the arc ai on−S0 to obtain a closed curve
3αi on Σ. Let bi be an arc which is isotopic to ai by a small isotopy so that the following
hold:
(1) The endpoints of ai are isotoped along ∂S1/2, in the direction given by the orientation
of S1/2.
(2) The arcs ai and bi intersect transversely in one point xi in the interior of S1/2.
(3) If we orient ai, and bi is given the induced orientation from the isotopy, then the sign
of the intersection of ai and bi at xi is +1.
Then consider the arc h(bi) on −S0 and glue the arc bi and h(bi) to get a closed curve
βi on Σ. If we let α = {α1, . . . , αn} and β = {β1, . . . , βn}, then (Σ, β, α, z) is a
Heegaard diagram for −Y , while (Σ, α, β, z) is a Heegaard diagram for Y . Moreover
X = {x1, . . . , xn} ∈ Tα ∩ Tβ ⊂ Sym
n(Σ) is a cycle in ĈF (Σ, β, α, z) which descends
to the contact Ozsva´th-Szabo´ invariant c(ξ) ∈ ĤF (−Y ), where Tα = α1 × · · · × αn and
Tβ = β1 × · · · × βn. Furthermore there is a map from the set of generators Tα ∩ Tβ
of ĈF (Σ, β, α, z) to the set of Spinc structures on Y . It turns out ([13]) that the special
cycle X corresponds to the Spinc structure sξ induced by ξ. Therefore c(ξ) belongs to
ĤF (−Y, sξ) ⊆ ĤF (−Y ). We note that c1(ξ) = c1(sξ) ∈ H2(Y ;Z) can be calculated
([4]) combinatorially from a given contact surgery diagram of ξ (see page 195 in [11]).
A connected component of the complement of α and β curves in Σ is called a region.
Now we use the algorithm of [16] to convert this Heegaard diagram into a nice Heegaard
diagram, which we still denote by (Σ, β, α, z), so that all the regions on Σ not including
the base point z are bigons and squares. In general we would need to apply finger moves
and handle slides of the β curves in the Heegaard diagram. Handle slides, fortunately, do
not arise in our case [15] and a finger move corresponds to a certain kind of isotopy of the
β curves.
Recall that a domain is a formal linear combination of the regions on Σ. A domain D is
called an empty embedded 2m-gon, if
(1) D has coefficients 0 and 1 everywhere,
(2) D is topologically an embedded disk on Σ, with 2m vertices on its boundary,
(3) There is exactly one region with coefficient 1 around each vertex on the ∂D,
(4) D does not contain any intersection points of α and β curves in its interior.
Once we have a nice Heegaard diagram (Σ, β, α, z), by [16], it is combinatorial to calcu-
late the boundary map of the Heegaard Floer chain complex. We just make a list of all the
generators and count all the empty embedded bigons and the empty embedded squares on
the Heegaard surface connecting these generators by examining the diagram. Finally by us-
ing simple linear algebra with Z2 coefficients we can compute ĤF (−Y ). Here we empha-
size that we can combinatorially determine all the generators which are mapped to the dis-
tinguished Spinc structure sξ, calculate ĤF (−Y, sξ) and identify c(ξ) ∈ ĤF (−Y, sξ). 
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2. THE UNIQUE TIGHT CONTACT STRUCTURE ON S1 × S2
Consider the contact 3-manifold (Y, ξ) described by the surgery diagram depicted in
Figure 1. When we convert this diagram into a smooth diagram (cf. Figure 2) and blow
down the −1-curve, we immediately see that the underlying 3-manifold Y is nothing but
S1 × S2. It is well-known that there exists a unique tight contact structure on S1 × S2 up
to isotopy [5].
Proposition 2. The contact structure ξ is the unique tight contact structure on S1 × S2.
Proof. Below we show that the contact Ozsva´th-Szabo´ invariant c(ξ) is nontrivial. There-
fore by a fundamental result in [13] ξ is tight. 
Remark 3. In particular, the unique tight contact structure on S1 × S2 has nontrivial
contact Ozsva´th-Szabo´ invariant. This was first proved in [10].
−1
+1
FIGURE 1. A contact surgery diagram
−1
−4 0
−2
−1
−4
FIGURE 2. Underlying 3-manifold is S1 × S2
First we would like to understand the homotopy class of ξ considered as an oriented
plane field and determine the Spinc structure sξ induced by ξ. We calculate the first Chern
class of ξ as follows: Let K1 and K2 denote the±1 surgery curves in Figure 1, respectively.
Orient these Legendrian knots and let µ1 and µ2 denote the oriented meridians of K1 and
K2, respectively. Then by [4] we have
PD(c1(ξ)) = rot(K1)[µ1] + rot(K2)[µ2] = [µ1] + 2[µ2] = 0 ∈ H1(S
1 × S2,Z)
where PD denotes the Poincare dual and rot(Ki) denotes the rotation number ofKi. More-
over since H1(S1 × S2;Z) = Z has no 2-torsion the Spinc structure sξ is determined by
5c1(ξ). In other words sξ is the unique Spinc structure on S1 × S2 whose first Chern class
is trivial.
Our goal, however, is to calculate ĤF (−Y, sξ), ĤF (−Y ) and in particular the contact
Ozsva´th-Szabo´ invariant c(ξ) ∈ ĤF (−Y, sξ). By applying the techniques in [6] we can
find an open book decomposition OBξ (see Figure 8) compatible with ξ: First we start
with the open book decomposition OBH induced by the positive Hopf link H in S3, whose
page is an annulus. Then we stabilize this open book decomposition once and embed the +1
surgery curve onto a page. Next we stabilize one more time and embed the -1 surgery curve
onto a page. Applying the required surgeries we get the desired open book decomposition.
Note that we get exactly the same open book considered by Plamenevskaya in [15]. By
the lantern relation on the four punctured sphere we know that the monodromy of OBξ is
a product of two right-handed Dehn twists and hence ξ is Stein fillable [8]. Therefore we
know that the contact Ozsva´th-Szabo´ invariant of ξ is nontrivial [13]. In the following we
will verify this fact by the algorithm described in [15], but we will choose three different
bases to illustrate that this choice is in fact crucial in calculations.
a1
a3 a2
b1
b3
b2
x1
x3
x2
z
FIGURE 3. Left: Dehn twists about the solid curves are right-handed, while
the Dehn twist about the dashed curve is left-handed. Right: A basis
{a1, a2, a3} on the page S1/2, the arcs {b1, b2, b3}, the intersection points
{x1, x2, x3}, and the base point z.
2.1. Basis I. First we take the basis {a1, a2, a3} on page S which is shown on the right
in Figure 3. This is the basis that was used in [15]. We observe that there are two “bad”
regions, one non-disk the other a hexagon. We divide each of these regions into two square
regions by a simple finger move ([15]) introducing a bigon in the process. The resulting
curves are depicted in Figure 5. After this modification of the Heegaard diagram there are
nine regions which do not contain z. These regions are denoted by R1, . . . , R9 and labelled
by their indices in Figure 5.
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non-disk
hexagon
β3
β2
β1
α1
α2α3
FIGURE 4. Bad regions are indicated on page S0
Now by examining the intersections of α and β curves on Σ we see that the gener-
ators of the Heegaard Floer chain complex ĈF (Σ, β, α, z) are X = (x1, x2, x3), A =
(x1, z1, v3), B = (x1, x2, z3), Ck = (yk, x2, z2), Dij = (vi, wj, z3), Eij = (vi, wj, x3), Fi =
(vi, z1, z2), Gkj = (yk, wj, v3), where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2 and 1 ≤ k ≤ 3. We calculated all the
boundary maps induced by the empty embedded bigons and empty embedded squares:
∂X = 0
∂A = B by R3 +R4
∂B = 0
∂C1 = 0
∂C2 = X + C1 by R4 +R7 +R8 and R9
∂C3 = B by R4 +R8
∂D11 = B +G11 +D12 by R1, R5 and R6
∂D12 = G12 by R5
∂D21 = D22 by R6
∂D22 = 0
∂E11 = X + E12 by R1 and R6
∂E12 = 0
∂E21 = E22 by R6
∂E22 = 0
∂F1 = E12 + C1 by R2 and R3 +R4 +R5
∂F2 = E22 + C3 + A by R2, R3 and R8
∂G11 = G12 by R6
∂G12 = 0
71
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
v1
y1
y2
y3
v2
w1
w2
z1
z3
v3
z2
FIGURE 5. Finger moves
∂G21 = E21 + G11 +G22 by R4 +R7, R9 and R6
∂G22 = E22 + G12 by R4 +R7 and R9
∂G31 = D21 +G32 by R4 and R6
∂G32 = D22 by R4
The generators split into two sets: In the first set we have the generators X , C1, C2,
E11, E12, F1 with the following boundary maps: ∂X = 0, ∂C1 = 0, ∂C2 = X + C1,
∂E12 = 0, ∂E11 = X + E12, ∂F1 = E12 + C1. Note that these generators all correspond
to the Spinc structure sξ because we know ([9]) that the cycle X corresponds to sξ, and
there are Whitney disks connecting X and C2, C2 and C1, C1 and F1, F1 and E12, E12 and
E11. Similarly, there exist Whitney disks connecting the other 16 generators. Let V1 be the
vector space over Z2 generated by X , C1, C2, E11, E12, F1 and let ∂1 : V1 → V1 denote the
linear map induced by the boundary maps. Then it is easy to see that rank ∂1 = 2 and dim
ker ∂1 = 4. It follows that ĤF (−S1×S2, sξ) = Z2⊕Z2 which is generated by [X ] = c(ξ)
and [C2 + E11 + F1]. Hence we conclude that c(ξ) 6= 0.
Remark 4. In [15], Plamenevskaya argues that ∂E11 = X + E12 (dx = c + y in her
notation) is sufficient to show that [X ] 6= 0. But in fact one has to show that E12 is not
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a boundary. For a complete argument one has take into account the boundary relations
∂F1 = E12 + C1 and ∂C2 = X + C1.
To see that the generators in the second set correspond to a different Spinc structure
s 6= sξ, consider the loop Γ in the Heegaard surface Σ obtained by concatenating the
following paths: part of α1 from x1 to v2, part of β2 from v2 to x2, part of α2 from x2 to z1,
part of β3 from z1 to x3, part of α3 from x3 to z2 and part of β1 from z2 to x1. According
to [12], the difference between the Spinc structures which correspond to X = (x1, x2, x3)
and F2 = (v2, z1, z2) is measured by the Poincare´ dual of p([Γ]) in H2(S1 × S2;Z), where
p : H1(Σ;Z)→
H1(Σ;Z)
< [α1], [α2], [α3], [β1], [β2], [β3] >
∼= H1(S
1 × S2;Z) ∼= Z
is the quotient homomorphism. In Figure 6, the curve Γ is drawn on the Heegaard surface
Σ together with γi’s such that [γi]’s complete [αi]’s to a basis for the first homology of Σ.
Γ
γ3
γ1
γ2
FIGURE 6. The curve Γ on the Heegaard surface Σ
On one hand [Γ] = [γ1] + [γ2] + [γ3] ∈ H1(Σ;Z), where each of these curves is oriented
“clockwise”. On the other hand, the kernel of the quotient epimorphism p is generated by
[γ1] + [γ3], [γ2] + [γ3] and [αi]’s (see Figure 7). Therefore p([Γ]) is ±1 ∈ Z ∼= H1(S1 ×
S2;Z), in particular nonzero. This implies that the generators X and F2 of the Heegaard
Floer chain complex correspond to different Spinc structures, i.e. s 6= sξ.
Let V2 be the vector space generated by the remaining generators and let ∂2 : V2 → V2
denote the boundary map. One can calculate by simple linear algebra that rank ∂2 = 8
and dim ker ∂2 = 8. Hence we conclude that the homology for (V2, ∂2) is trivial, i.e.,
ĤF (−S1 × S2, s) = 0. Since there are no other generators, the Heegaard Floer homology
groups in the other Spinc structures are automatically zero. Consequently we get
ĤF (−S1 × S2) = ĤF (−S1 × S2, sξ)⊕ ĤF (−S
1 × S2, s) = Z2 ⊕ Z2,
9β1
β2
β3
α1
α2
α3
FIGURE 7. The α and β curves on Σ = S1/2 ∪ −S0 pictured from the S0-side.
which was indeed proved in [12].
2.2. Basis II. In the following we choose a different basis on the page S of OBξ and repeat
the calculations above. The point is that with this new choice of basis we will have fewer
generators and fewer relations. We depict the α and β curves on page S1/2 in Figure 8. Now
by examining the intersections of α and β curves on Σ we see that there are exactly eight
generators of the Heegaard Floer chain complex: X = (x1, x2, x3), A = (w2, y1, x3), B =
(x1, y2, x3), C = (x1, z1, y3), D = (w2, y3, z2), E = (w1, x2, z2), F = (w1, y2, z2), G =
(w1, y1, z1).
There are five regions which do not contain z. These are denoted by R1, . . . , R5 and
labelled by their indices in Figure 9. Note that all of the regions are already squares. So we
do not need to apply any finger moves. Below we list the boundary maps induced by these
squares:
∂X = 0
∂A = B by R3
∂B = 0
∂C = B by R5
∂D = A + C by R3 +R4 and R4 +R5
∂E = X +X = 0 by R1 and R2 +R3 +R4 +R5
∂F = B +D +G+B = D +G by R1, R2, R4 and R2 +R3 +R4 +R5
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a1 a2 a3
b1 b2 b3
x1 x3x2
z
FIGURE 8. Left: Dehn twists about the solid curves are right-handed, while
the Dehn twist about the dashed curve is left-handed. Right: A basis
{α1, α2, α3} on the page S1/2, the arcs {b1, b2, b3}, the intersection points
{x1, x2, x3}, and the base point z.
β1
β2
β3
1
2
3
45
w1
w2
y1
y2
y3 z1 z2
FIGURE 9. The α and β curves on page S0
∂G = A+ C by R2 +R3 and R2 +R5
The chain complex naturally splits with respect to the Spinc structures. The generators
X and E correspond to the Spinc structure sξ which is uniquely determined by c1(sξ) =
c1(ξ) = 0. The other generators correspond to a different Spinc structure s 6= sξ. To see
this consider the loop Γ in the Heegaard surface Σ obtained by concatenating the following
paths: part of α1 from x1 to w1, part of β3 from w1 to y3, part of α2 from y3 to x2, part
of β2 from x2 to z1, part of α3 from z1 to z2 and part of β1 from z2 to x1. According to
[12], the difference between the Spinc structures which correspond to C = (x1, y3, z1) and
E = (w1, x2, z2) is measured by the Poincare´ dual of p([Γ]) in H2(S1 × S2;Z), where
p : H1(Σ;Z)→
H1(Σ;Z)
< [α1], [α2], [α3], [β1], [β2], [β3] >
∼= H1(S
1 × S2;Z) ∼= Z
11
is the quotient homomorphism. In Figure 10, the curve Γ is drawn on the Heegaard surface
Σ together with γi’s such that [γi]’s complete [αi]’s to a basis for the first homology of Σ.
Γ
γ1 γ2 γ3
FIGURE 10. The curve Γ on the Heegaard surface Σ
β1
β2
β3
α1 α2 α3
FIGURE 11. The α and β curves on Σ = S1/2 ∪ −S0 pictured from the S0-side.
On one hand [Γ] = [γ1] + [γ2] + [γ3] ∈ H1(Σ;Z), where each of these curves is oriented
“clockwise”. On the other hand, the kernel of the quotient epimorphism p is generated by
[γ1] + [γ3], [γ1] − [γ2] and [αi]’s (see Figure 11). Therefore p([Γ]) is ±1 ∈ Z ∼= H1(S1 ×
S2;Z), in particular nonzero. This implies that the generators C and E of the Heegaard
Floer chain complex correspond to different Spinc structures, i.e. s 6= sξ. Moreover
one can see that the homology induced by the generators {A,B,C,D, F,G} is trivial.
Therefore we conclude that ĤF (−S1 × S2) = ĤF (−S1 × S2, sξ) = Z2 ⊕ Z2 which is
generated by [X ] and [E]. This confirms again that the contact class [X ] = c(ξ) 6= 0.
2.3. Basis III. Interestingly there is yet another basis which simplifies the calculations
dramatically. The basis given in Figure 12 produces only two generators X = (x1, x2, x3),
and A = (y1, x2, y3). Other than the one which contains the base point z, there are four
regions R1, . . . , R4 indicated in Figure 13 by their indices and these regions are already
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squares. Moreover ∂A = X +X = 0 by R1 + R2 and R3 + R4, and ∂X = 0, confirming
ĤF (−S1 × S2) = ĤF (−S1 × S2, sξ) = Z2 ⊕ Z2, the nontriviality of the contact class
[X ] = c(ξ) and consequently the tightness of ξ.
a1
a2
a3
b1
b2
b3
x1
x2 x3
z
FIGURE 12. Left: Dehn twists about the solid curves are right-handed,
while the Dehn twist about the dashed curve is left-handed. Right: A ba-
sis {a1, a2, a3} on the page S1/2, the arcs {b1, b2, b3}, the intersection points
{x1, x2, x3}, and the base point z.
β1
β2
β3
1
2
34
y1
y3
FIGURE 13.
3. AN OVERTWISTED CONTACT STRUCTURE ON S3
Consider the contact 3-manifold (Y, ξ) described by the surgery diagram depicted in
Figure 14. When we convert this diagram into a smooth diagram (see Figure 15) and blow
13
down the −1-curve, we immediately see that the underlying 3-manifold Y is homeomor-
phic to S3. Note that there is a unique Spinc structure on S3. From the contact surgery
diagram we obtain an open book decomposition OBξ on S3 compatible with ξ shown on
the right of Figure 16.
−1
+1
FIGURE 14. A contact surgery diagram
−1
−5 −1
−2
−1
−5
FIGURE 15. Underlying 3-manifold is S3
a1
a2
a3
b1
b2
b3
x1
x2
x3
z
a4
b4
x4
FIGURE 16. Left: Dehn twists about the solid curves are right-handed,
while the Dehn twist about the dashed curve is left-handed. Right: A ba-
sis {a1, a2, a3, a4} on the page S1/2, the arcs {b1, b2, b3, b4}, the intersection
points {x1, x2, x3, x4}, and the base point z.
Choosing a basis indicated on the right in Figure 16 gives the Heegaard diagram whose
α and β curves are shown in Figure 17. It is possible to convert this Heegaard diagram
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hexagon
β3
β2β1
α1
α2
α3
β4
α4
FIGURE 17. The bad region is indicated on page S0
into one without any bad region (except for the region including the base point z), by
a simple finger move. The curves of this new Heegaard diagram are depicted in Fig-
ure 18. There are 13 regions which do not contain z. These regions are denoted by
R1, . . . , R13 and labelled by their indices in Figure 18. Examining the intersections of
α and β curves on the Heegaard surface Σ one can confirm that the Heegaard Floer chain
complex ĈF (Σ, β, α, z) have 29 generators in total: X = (x1, x2, x3), A = (x1, r, x3, n),
Bij = (vi, tj, x3, x4), Cij = (vi, zj , u, x4), Dij = (vi, r, u, wj), Ei = (vi, r, x3, p), Fk =
(yk, x2, u, x4), Gk = (yk, r, u, n), Hi = (q, ti, x3, n), Ii = (q, x2, u, wi), J = (q, x2, x3, p),
Ki = (q, zi, u, n), where 1 ≤ i, j,≤ 2 and 1 ≤ k ≤ 3. One can also calculate all the
boundary maps:
∂X = 0
∂A = X by R9 +R11 +R12
∂B11 = B21 by R4
∂B12 = X +B22 by R1 +R2 and R4
∂B2j = 0
∂C11 = B12 + C21 + F1 by R3, R4 and R1
∂C12 = B11 + C22 by R11 +R13 and R4
∂C21 = B22 + F2 by R3 and R1 +R5
∂C22 = B21 by R11 +R13
∂D11 = D21 by R4
∂D12 = C12 +D22 + E1 by R9, R4 and R13
∂D21 = 0
∂D22 = C22 + E2 by R9 and R13
15
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11
12
13
y1
y2
y3
z1
z2
w1
w2
t1
t2
u
p
q
r
n
v1
v2
FIGURE 18. Finger move
∂E1 = B11 + E2 by R9 +R11 and R4
∂E2 = B21 by R9 +R11
∂F1 = X + F2 by R2 +R3 and R4 +R5
∂F2 = 0
∂F3 = X by R10 +R11 +R13
∂G1 = A+D11 + F1 +G2 by R2 +R3, R5 +R6, R9 +R11 +R12 and R4 +R5
∂G2 = D21 + F2 by R6 and R9 +R11 +R12
∂G3 = A+ F3 by R10 +R11 +R13 and R9 +R11 +R12
∂H1 = A+B21 + J by R8 +R10, R6 +R7 and R12
∂H2 = B22 by R6 +R7
∂I1 = F2 by R7
∂I2 = F3 + J by R8 +R9 and R13
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∂J = X by R8 +R9 +R10 +R11
∂K1 = C21 +H2 + I1 by R6 +R7, R3 and R1 +R5 +R6
∂K2 = C22 +G3 +H1 + I2 by R6 +R7, R8, R11 +R13 and R11 +R12
From ∂A = X one immediately sees that c(ξ) = [X ] = 0 ∈ ĤF (−S3, sξ) even with Z
coefficients. By an important result in [13], ξ is not Stein fillable. In fact, since the unique
tight contact structure on S3 is Stein fillable by [5], ξ is overtwisted. On the other hand,
it is seen that the image of the boundary map is 14 dimensional since it is generated by
{X,B21, B22, D21, F2, A + F3, A + J,B11 + C22, B11 + E2, B12 + C21 + F1, A + D11 +
F1 + G2, C12 +D22 + E1, C21 +H2 + I1, C22 + G3 +H1 + I2}. Therefore the kernel is
29− 14 = 15 dimensional. Hence we verified that ĤF (−S3, sξ) = ĤF (−S3) = Z2.
Remark 5. Note that this contact structure has an open book decomposition which differs
from the one in the previous section by an additional puncture and a right-handed Dehn
twist around that puncture. It is interesting that these modifications, even though the Dehn
twist is right-handed, convert a Stein fillable contact structure to an overtwisted one.
Remark 6. An alternative way to see the overtwistedness of the contact structure ξ given
by the contact surgery diagram in Figure 14 is to use the d3 invariant of ξ as a plane field
and compare it with that of the unique tight contact structure on S3. The former is 1/2
whereas the latter is −1/2.
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